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			Work Visa

We help leading companies in the US recruit top talent from around the world.
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			Student Visa

Helped many foreign nationalists pursue their higher education in the United States.
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			Travel Visa

Often, clients need a B Visa for extended travel in the United States. We are here to help
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			Investor Visa

Helping obtain residence or citizenship through the E-Visa process for those bringing investment dollars into the US.
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			Green Card

Helping immigrants from around the world attain permanent residency in the US to live and work.
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			Citizenship & Naturalization

A path to citizenship: Helping clients with Green Cards apply to become naturalized citizens of the US.



		








	News & Updates
	Resources	[image: ]

			EBooks

E-books by experts as a tool kit for the immigrant community
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			Videos

Explaining the latest immigration-related topics through videos
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			Podcasts

Immersive discussion with US Immigration experts in audio
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			Webinar

Check Our upcoming live webinars & follow old episodes
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			FAQ

Find answers to your questions about US immigration and more.



		








	Testimonials



Ask Question
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				Creative Immigration Solutions

Secure your future in the U.S.! Processing an immigration visa can be a complex process but not anymore… The Law Offices of Prashanthi Reddy can help you unravel and simplify this complex process.


Schedule Consultation
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We Make Immigration Easy

“The US Immigration process is complex. It’s better not to do it yourself, use the expertize of an experienced Immigration Attorney!”


Prashanthi Reddy










Our Immigration Attorney & Law Firm As Featured In
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We’ve Reimagined Immigration Services
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Work Visa

Get your work visa with professionals who can help you with the best practices.
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Student Visa

Explore possibilities with educational qualifications in the States. Get all the required help from professionals!
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Travel Visa

Now travel to your favourite holiday destination without having to worry about the paperwork.
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Investor Visa

Make your way to the U.S. via wise investments and advice from the immigration attorneys.
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Green Card

Get your permanent residentship in the U.S. with proper guidance around forms and interviews.
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Citizenship & Naturalization

We help you prepare your N-400 application for citizenship and naturalization in the States.
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Prashanthi Reddy

Founder



Talk to a Our Immigration Attorney & Lawyer



Get a Consultation
















Who We Are?

The Law Offices of Prashanthi Reddy, PLLC, is committed to integrating diverse areas of legal expertize to solve clients’ problems. The legal capabilities of the Immigration Law firm allow us to focus on the specific needs of clients to use our wide-ranging experience and knowledge to handle their legal matters in a well-organized and innovative manner. The Immigration law firm’s clientele includes the major U.S and foreign corporations, financial institutions, professional and cultural organizations, and prominent individuals. The size and the cutting-edge knowledge of the firm ensure custom-made legal services for individuals and corporations. Our Immigration lawyers constantly monitor developments in law and use state-of-the-art technology for research, client communications, and case management, which enables us to maintain a close and positive relationship with our clients.


Get a Consultation







Customer Reviews
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   Vinay Kumar 
 2023-11-01
 
 
  I contacted a few law offices before … Finally, I chose Law Offices Of Prashanti Reddy…the way they greeted me made me feel like a very important client and took consideration for any conditions I had at the time. I am very grateful for their excellent job!
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   Luckxmi Raj 
 2023-11-01
 
 
  Immigration can be complicated, we need to prepare and send so many documentation, attend to fingerprint session, interview, adjustment of status, etc… You need a lawyer that is responsive and accessible. Someone that is there for you! I only have good things to state about Prashanti Reddy.
1) She is super responsive, you sent an email, 10 min later you have an answer!
2) She is excellent on getting all the paperwork organized
3) She is always on time
4) She keeps track of everything, you will not miss any details on any case.
5) The level of effort and excellence that Ruchi offers, you can’t find easily.
If you are looking for a lawyer, stop now, you will not regret having Prashanti Reddy by your side
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   Dongre Aditya 
 2023-11-01
 
 
  Miss Prashanti Reddy is a very intelligent and calm lawyer. One of the best lawyers I have met. The knowledge of her law firm’s members is also very vast. They studied my case deeply. She and her firm handled my case easily and the process went very smoothly. Thank you!
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   Aryan Vinjamaram 
 2023-11-01
 
 
  I got a good advice from Attorney Ms.Reddy regarding my H1B case. She was very prompt and guided me in right direction. Thank you and I will surely recommend her to others for their legal issues.
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   Rosh ni 
 2023-11-01
 
 
  I am very satisfied with my Attorney,Prashanti Reddy. She was well informed and smart. She was also helpful and kind. I would recommend her!
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   Hr xenonsofttech 
 2023-10-31
 
 
  "Our experience with the Prashanthi Reddy Law Firm has been nothing short of exceptional. Representing us from Xenonsofttech, Ms. Reddy showcased unparalleled expertise and dedication while handling our e-3 and h1-b cases. Her attention to detail and commitment to ensuring the best outcomes were evident throughout the process. We genuinely appreciate her efforts and highly recommend her services to anyone seeking knowledgeable and proficient legal assistance."
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   Prospero Soft 
 2023-10-31
 
 
  Absolutely Professional and quick response for my needs.
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   Simhabaludu Hanumanthu 
 2023-10-24
 
 
  Reddy Esq is a standout in the legal industry. Your team of attorneys is highly skilled and knowledgeable, providing top-notch solution. You are responsive, courteous, and always kept me informed throughout our case. I personally thank Ms. Prashanti Reddy for her detailed commitment in achieving the best outcome, which exceeded my expectations. I would confidently recommend their services to anyone in need of exceptional legal assistance.
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   Sarvjeet singh 
 2023-10-24
 
 
  I want to thanks to prashanthi and her team, they file my case with precise documents and I got my EAD and GC within 7 months. Thank teams for your correct guidance and swift response.
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   sonam gupta 
 2023-10-09
 
 
  The only reason I am giving 1 Star because we have received our documents lately. I have unpleasant experience with her and her office person named Nizam. Both her and her office person's response are like they are working for free. Layer and her team did not have patients to work with her clients. When we ask basic query they first refuse to answers and after that they provide vague response to your query. Since my employer hooked us up with this layer and her team. we really don't have any choice other wise we defiantly do not work with her. I would recommend  other people to find other lawyer rather then her team for any immigration related query.
  
 
  
  
 
 
   Google rating score: 4.4 of 5, based on 45 reviews 
 
  
 





Let’s start the conversation!

We strive to make every interaction for our clients fruitful and drive them closer to their goals


Our Immigration Attorney operate on building trust and achieve the same through communication and expert support – from the first contact for the last 15 years. The Immigration Law firm run by immigrant leaders gives it an added advantage in better serving the immigrant community’s needs and helping them achieve their American dream. Plus, we have been at the forefront of adopting new technology and processes to deliver satisfactory and bespoke legal services to all our clients.

OUR IMMIGRATION LAW FIRM’S SPECIALIZATION

Our deep expertise in business, employment, and family immigration make us the right partner for industries like IT, Pharma, and other knowledge industries. 

POINT OF CONTACT

Our New York office :

? 330 West,38th Street,Suite  506, New York,NY-10018

✉ prashanthi@reddyesq.com

☎ (212 ) 354-1010 



If you have questions about Immigration related issues, file for a new visa or look for some specific advice. Ask us now! 

Drop the necessary information, and we will get back.






×Thank you for your message. It has been sent.

×There was an error trying to send your message. Please try again later.




Name *

Email *

Phone Number *

Service Needed *Curabitur elementum cursus nulla.
Work Visa
Student Visa
Travel Visa
Investor Visa
Green Card
Citizenship & Naturalization

  


How Can We Help You?
Opt-in to receive our newsletter


Book Appointment











News & Updates
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	Immigration Webinar – H-1B Cap Filings 2025 : Simplified
admin2024-03-18T14:12:38+00:00March 18th, 2024|News & Updates, video, Webinar|

      This webinar session on March 13th, 2024, simplifies understanding ...


Read More
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	Key Insights : April 2024 Visa bulletin
admin2024-03-16T17:58:29+00:00March 15th, 2024|Green Card updates and details, News & Updates|

 USCIS has confirmed that they will be looking at the final action dates chart for April. Based ...


Read More
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	Overview of March 2024 Visa Bulletin
admin2024-02-20T15:07:13+00:00February 16th, 2024|Green Card updates and details, News & Updates|

 Your Content Goes Here  For March Employment based cases, USCIS will look at ...


Read More









Read More





Empowering

Immigrants With

Valuable

Resources
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Case Videos



Immigration attorney Prashanthi Reddy is called upon by major news and media outlets around the world. View our videos now.
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EBooks & Articles



We pride ourselves on educating people on the various types of immigration programs available. Read our E-books and articles now.
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Podcasts



Prashanthi Reddy is known for her deep immigration knowledge and compassionate approach. Listen to these podcasts designed to…











Explore All Resources




Awards
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Rated with best among immigration lawyers by Avvo.com
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Rated as the best Immigration lawyer by Lawyers of distinction
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Ranked among Top 100 Immigration lawyer in 2017
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Top Rated Immigration Attorney in New York by Super Lawyers
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Rated among the top 100 lawyers by National Advocates














Let’s talk and discuss

Book Consultation
Mail Us : prashanthi@reddesq.com




Call us-212-354-1010
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Law Offices of

Prashanthi Reddy
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Our Visa Services



Work Visa
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Student Visa
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Green Card
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Investor visa
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